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INTRODUCTION
In order to inspire students, see the added value of STEM subjects and careers, contributing
the same way in tacking unfavourable perceptions and the overall lack of interest in Science,
there is a need to reconsider the way STEM subjects are taught. For this purpose, there is a
need for an integrated way of teaching. More specifically, there is a need to combine Science
classes with other disciplines, ensuring that the integrated STE(A)M education will
contextualize STEM teaching is such a way that it becomes more attractive for every student.
Right now, there is no integrated STE(A)M education framework in Europe that will further
enhance coherence in STEM education. It is essential to bring together partners from different
countries, already working in STE(A)M education, policy, pedagogical innovation and
professional development of teachers, educators and school leaders, and engage them in
discussions, planning, implementing and the review of new practices. This will ensure that the
topic is given new and more intense attention within each country. Therefore, the STE(A)M IT
project will lead the way in the creation and testing of the 1st Integrated STE(A)M framework,
aiming to strengthen the coherence in STEM education by defining collectively with MoEs and
STEM teachers the integrated STE(A)M education framework. The focus group teachers that
will create interdisciplinary and innovative teaching and learning scenarios, will be used to test
the proposed framework of reference for integrated STE(A)M education.
The creation and implementation of the aforementioned framework is particularly important
for students who do not link STEM subjects and their use with their everyday life, but most
importantly with their future career paths. The teaching of each STEM subject individually
often prevents students from linking those subjects, consequently missing out on a cohesive
educational opportunity that might largely affect their study path choice and eventually
career.
It is additionally important for teachers of Primary and Secondary schools to work together
and fully exploit the benefits of the in-between them collaboration, while contributing to the
creation of innovative and cross-disciplinary approaches to STE(A)M teaching in education,
each adding their own insight, expertise and knowledge. This collaboration and continuous
feedback aim to provide an opportunity for reflection and support a steady and much
necessary change in formal education but also career consultancy. This way, schools will
assume the additional role of mentorship supporting their students collectively.
A STE(A)M IT Integrated lesson plan is a teacher's detailed description of the course of
instruction or "learning trajectory" for a lesson, a guide and a document that will be
continuously improved and updated. Each lesson needs to combine three subjects, two of the
subjects must be STEM and the third subject can be either STEM or non-STEM. is about
designing educational activities that facilitate deep learning to enhance 21st century skills
such as critical thinking, collaboration, communication and creativity and divergent thinking.
Designing a path based on methodologies such as Problem, Project and Challenge Based
learning allow to incorporate problem-solving, inquiry and design based learning into the
teaching activity taking care of real challenges in an authentic context, that of our world.
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With this in mind, an integrated STEM approach will develop capable citizens who personally
and professionally make informed decisions in their daily lives and have the power to follow
STEM careers and guide innovation at any age.
Title
More light, less lighting
Authors
Carmelita Cipollone (Physics - CLIL, Mathematics)
Massimiliano Dirodi (Chemistry, Biology)
Tiziana Pezzella (Art History, Art Design)
Summary
This learning scenario aims to make students aware of the benefits of teamwork required in
different learning contexts and in the process of acquiring knowledge, competences, skills,
and experiences that are commonly applied in order to solve a real-life question.
Through this learning scenario, students will examine the multiple applications and uses of
light, scrutinizing specific technical aspects of the topic in all the involved subjects. Then, they
will apply the acquired knowledge and demonstrate their ability to solve problems. The
interdisciplinary content will be the way through which teachers will set up their teaching
activities, using the Project-Based approach (PBL) while problem-posing and problem-solving,
Inquiry Based Science Education (IBSE), Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL), and
blended-learning methodologies, in order to make students acquire some of the key
citizenship skills of the 21st century.
Initially, the Physics teacher will introduce students to the light pollution question using PBL
and applying the CLIL methodology through a jigsaw activity, additionally addressing the
problematic (Problem-posing): How can we have more light with less lighting?
Secondly, the three teachers involved will implement various activities (IBSE, CLIL, blendedlearning) aiming at having students gradually acquiring specific knowledge and abilities,
related to their teaching subjects.
Thirdly, students will be asked to solve the problem initially posed: they will need to use all
the specific knowledge and competences acquired; they will work in groups to produce videos
and posters in order to disseminate their job and show their 21st century skills. This L.S. has
been tested by the Italian Team during the sanitary emergency caused by COVID-19, when all
the Italian schools were closed; all activities have been implemented through online lessons
and with the support of the Moodle platform of the school.
Licenses

Attribution CC BY. This license lets others distribute, remix, tweak, and build upon your work,
even commercially, if they credit you for the original creation. This is the most accommodating
of licenses offered. Recommended for maximum dissemination and use of licensed materials.
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Subject (s)
• Physics: Energy in electric circuits, Luminous flux, Light intensity, Illuminance, from
electric power to light power, Illuminance, and solid angle
• Mathematics: The geometry of the sphere
• Chemistry: Photochemical reactions
• Biology: Sunlight and the skin
• Art History: Light on works of art
• Art-Design: Light and shadow
Real- life questions
• Use of light: Light pollution, light and energy, exaltation of art
• Is the night sky a dark sky?
• Can we catch the energy of the sunlight for anything?
• Which light for a work of art?
• What type of light is better to examine artwork?
• Which type of light is preferred while creating/painting, or in other artistic activities?
• What is the optimal use of light during the Art class or for an artist?
Aims of the lesson
• Physics: Understanding the relationship between light, energy and illuminance
• Mathematics: Study and become familiar with the geometric properties of the sphere
applied in Physics
• Chemistry: Some reactions take place thanks to light, for example photosynthesis, and
vitamin D is produced thanks to ultraviolet radiation. Students will familiarize
themselves with Photocatalysis.
• Biology: Sunlight is good for the body, but an excessive exposure can cause problems.
Students will study the consequences of this exposure and learn how the skin defends
itself thanks to melanin, but also learn how thanks to science different types of
sunscreen are now available to protect and prevent all kinds of pathologies, even
serious ones.
• Art History: Identify the role of light as a fundamental way of expression, capable of
giving shape to painting, drama to sculpture, monumentality to architecture.
• Art-Design: Grasp the plastic-volumetric aspect of objects and places starting from the
variability of shadows in different seasons and at different times of the day.
Connection to STEM careers
• Physicist: Data analyst, design engineer, lab technician, physicist designer
• Mathematician: Biostatisticians, data scientists
• Chemistry: UV lamps product engineer (engineering of the production of ever safer
tanning lamps); Chemists (industrial and materials chemistry)
• Biology: Dermatologist (skin diseases), biotechnologist (DNA damage), pharmacologist
and pharmacologist technician (sunscreen, cosmetics and products for health and
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•
•

beauty) agronomist (behaviour of plant crops in sunlight, optimization of plant
development, installation, and maintenance of greenhouses).
Art: Architect, light designers, production designer, expert in museum installations.
Engineer: Engineering technician, environmental scientist, environmental technician.

Age of students
17
Time
Preparation time:
• Sharing ideas with colleagues to implement the activities in a significant way (1 hour)
• Physics (5 hours) Choosing resources and elaborating on the design of the entry test
and ongoing evaluation, designing the questionnaire on Kahoot, Padlet and
Answergarden; drafting of questions and exercises for homework and assessments,
creation of resources to allow students perform an experiment, uploading resources
on platforms.
• Mathematics (5 hours): Choosing resources and elaborating on the design of the entry
test and ongoing evaluation, preparing questions and exercises for homework and
assessments, working with GeoGebra and Maple to assemble resources for students
to better understand the geometry of the sphere and uploading resources on the
online platforms used during the implementation.
• Chemistry (5 hours): Searching materials on the Internet, searching for educational
videos to facilitate the learning process, preparing Power Point presentations on the
characteristics of the epithelial tissue, preparing lesson on the Sun and tanning,
elaborating on ongoing checks and the questionnaire on Kahoot, and uploading
resources on the online platforms used during the implementation.
• Biology (5 hours): Searching materials on the Internet, searching instructional videos
to facilitate the learning process, preparing Power Point presentations about the
characteristics of the epithelial tissue, preparing the lesson on the sun and tanning;
elaborating ongoing checks and the questionnaire on Kahoot, and uploading resources
and materials on the online platforms used during the implementation.
• Art History (2 hours): Preparing a multimedia presentation on the theme of light as an
expressive medium in architecture.
• Design (1 hour): Preparing a summary presentation of the design of shadows and the
flow of solids inspired by architecture (axonometry and perspective).
Teaching time and mode of implementation: this LS was tested through distance teachinglearning.
Preparation: 1 video conference lesson (30 minutes video-lesson on WebEx platform) plus
flipped classroom activities including a brainstorming session (CLIL) and discussion with
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authentic documents (video and web-articles), in order to introduce students to the theme of
“Light pollution” and aims our learning scenario.
•

STEM Subject 1
Physics: The CLIL approach was employed in order to introduce students to the topic
of energy associated to the light propagation, light intensity, and luminous flux (n°9
per 30 minutes video-lesson on WebEx platform, 270 minutes).
• STEM Subject 2
Mathematics: Students were introduced to the trigonometric relationships and the
geometric properties of the sphere, the solid angle (n°4 per 30 minutes video-lesson
on WebEx platform, 120 minutes).
• STEM Subject 3
Chemistry: The lesson was dedicated to the study of chemical reactions and their
kinetics. Light energy and reactions (n°2 per 60 minutes plus n°7 per 30 minutes videolesson on WebEx platform, 330 minutes).
• STEM Subject 4
Biology: The lesson was dedicated to the study of the epithelial tissue and of the
luminous component coming from the Sun, the response of the skin and the
classification of creams: physical and chemical, operating mechanism: pros and cons
of each of the two types (n° 1 per 60 minutes plus n° 5 per 30 minutes video-lesson on
WebEx platform, 210 minutes).
• non-STEM subject 1:
Art History: The lesson was dedicated to the excursus on the use of light in architecture
by comparing the Pantheon, Saint Peter's Basilica and the City of Arts and Sciences of
Valencia (n° 2 per 30 minutes video-lesson on WebEx platform, 60 minutes).
• Non-STEM subject 2:
Art-Design: The lesson was dedicated to the study of proper shadows and flow of solids
inspired by architecture (orthogonal projections, axonometry and perspective) (n°3
per 30 minutes video-lesson on WebEx platform, 90 minutes).
Teaching resources (material & online tools)
Materials:
• Physics: smartphone, pc, textbook, resources provided by the teacher, Physics lab
• Mathematics: textbook, students’ devices (pc, tablet, smartphone)
• Chemistry, Biology: Smartphone, Video camera and camera, PC, in-depth material
provided by the teacher and textbook support.
• Art, Design: textbooks, cards provided by the teacher, insights by students.
Online tools:
• Maths software: GeoGebra, Maple
• Video editing software
• Videos found online.
• Padlet: https://it.padlet.com/
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Moodle platform: Moodle or online class environment that your school has provided
and/or the platform of your choice
Kahoot: https://kahoot.com/
Answergarden: https://answergarden.ch/
Interactive inquiry apps - https://www.golabz.eu/
Inquiry Learning Space (ILS) is built on the worksheets available on the project
website (http://dsr.nuclio.pt/); a scenario for an energy audit of a street chosen by
the working groups: https://www.golabz.eu/ils/auditoria-%C3%A0ilumina%C3%A7%C3%A3o-p%C3%BAblica-dark-skies-rangers-portugal
What is light pollution and how can we be a citizen scientist:
https://www.golabz.eu/ils/how-to-not-get-lost-in-the-dark-ii-light-pollution
Interactive maps, light pollution:

o https://darksitefinder.com/maps/world.html#4/39.00/-98.00
o https://www.lightpollutionmap.info
Online resources (videos, articles):
• Websites that investigate wellness in the 21st century city, with particular attention
to the issue of sustainability and light pollution
o FAU Astronomical Observatory:
http://cescos.fau.edu/observatory/lightpol.html
o National Geographic, “Light pollution”:
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/article/light-pollution/
o International Dark-Sky Association (IDA), “Light pollution”:
https://www.darksky.org/light-pollution/
o http://www.necst.eu/wp-content/uploads/PPT_Andreic.pdf (Case study on
Croatia)
o https://edmontonrasc.com/wp/wpcontent/uploads/2014/12/LPA_Special_Issue.pdf
• Light intensity vs light flux
o https://www.esa.int/Science_Exploration/Space_Science/Energy_light_radiati
on_temperature
o https://www.britannica.com/science/brightness-light
o https://www.britannica.com/science/lux
o https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zgvc6fr/revision/4
o https://www.giangrandi.ch/optics/lmcdcalc/lmcdcalc.shtml
o http://www.dfisica.ubi.pt/~hgil/Fotometria/HandBook/ch07.html
o https://www.rapidtables.com/calc/light/lumen-to-candela-calculator.html
• Geometry of the sphere
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RMJucQJ1NGo
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RPyVHUSNOOU
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yY9GAyJtuJ0&t=15s and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jvs_gTrP3wg
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•
•

o https://www.geogebra.org/m/WRvnNKHe
Chemistry
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a2i-JwYufuA How to make a video
Art History
o Websites dedicated to European and world museums, where you can find
traces of ephemeral events in the history of the twentieth century that made
use of light in a triumphalist sense.
a) The Pantheon and the light:
http://architecturalmoleskine.blogspot.com/2010/09/light-andpantheon.html
b) https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/ancient-artcivilizations/roman/middle-empire/a/the-pantheon
c) https://www.pri.org/stories/2015-04-02/pantheon-lessondesigning-light
d) Masuzawa House called Tsubo House:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sg1C4mCCT4
e) House NA in Tokyo:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p0OShflQnG0
f) The new lighting of St. Peter's Basilica (Rome-Italy):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2PPypwGbd4

21st century skills
This lesson plan will enhance among the students the following skills, defined as 21 st century
skills:
1. Critical thinking: The intellectually disciplined process of actively and skilfully
conceptualizing, applying, analysing, synthesizing, and evaluating information
gathered from, or generated by, observation, experience, reflection, reasoning, or
communication, as a guide to belief and action. In its exemplary form, based on
universal intellectual values that transcend subject matter division (Michael Scriven &
Richard Paul, presented at the 8th Annual International Conference on Critical Thinking
and Education Reform, Summer 1987).
2. Creativity: Thinking about a task differently, finding new approaches and solutions.
3. Collaboration: Interacting and engaging while working toward a common purpose.
4. Communication: Conveying information effectively and efficiently, listening,
observing, empathizing others.
5. Technology literacy: Using technology safely, responsibly, creatively, and effectively.
6. Flexibility: Adapting and feeling comfortable in different and new circumstances
7. Leadership: Organizing and motivating other people to reach a goal.
8. Initiative: performing actions without always being told what to do.
9. Productivity: Setting and meeting goals, prioritizing needs, managing time, working
ethically, collaborating, and cooperating
9
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10. Social skills: Sharing, joining activities, asking for permission, and waiting for turns,
asking for help, apologizing to others, deciding what to do and accepting the
consequences.
Lesson Plan
The implementation of integrated STEM teaching and learning is facilitated using specific
pedagogical approaches (PBL, IBL, etc). To facilitate the research done by the teachers and the
design of activities by teachers, a selection of such approaches is presented in Annex 1.
Maintaining Annex 1 in the Learning Scenario and citing where necessary is mandatory.
Name of
Procedure
Time
activity
1st Lesson
Brainstorming Introducing the “Light pollution” question, Physics teacher, 30’ videoand discussion CLIL, Answergarden, Kahoot, Jigsaw first step
lesson on
WebEx
platform
Introducing
Flipped activities, Jigsaw second step, Padlet
the L.S.
activities
2nd Lesson
STEM Subject 1
Physics
Entry test and Circuit passage and Physics Entry test
120’ (4
understanding CLIL activities:
sessions of
how to
30’ each
• Light intensity: general meaning and building a
measure the
videovocabulary activity.
light
lessons on
• "Group sharing understanding" activity: luminous
propagation
WebEx
intensity vs luminous flux.
platform)
• “Scrutinizing activity luminous intensity vs
luminous flux”: to recall the concept of intensity of
a wave and introduce radiometric and photometric
quantities to measure light intensity (light
propagation, light intensity, luminous flux,
brightness, brilliance, illuminance of the light,
photometric quantities).
Experiment
and flipped
activity

•
•
•

60’ (2
Physics experiment
sessions of
Flipped activity
Video conference communication lessons: intensity 30’ each on
WebEx
is inversely proportional to distance
platform)
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Name of
activity

Procedure
•

Time

Students, in group of four, perform the activity at
home measuring light intensity with tools on their
smartphone; then they elaborate data.

Learning
products

Outcomes of various activities. The tools and questions used can be found
in the various subsections of Annex 2 as mentioned below.
Annex P1- Introducing the Light pollution question
Annex P2 – Jigsaw, Padlet (second step)
Annex P3 – Circuits passage plus Physics entry test
Annex P4 – Light intensity (general meaning and building a vocabulary
activity)
Annex P5 – Luminous intensity and luminous flux (group sharing
understanding)
Annex P6 – Light intensity vs flux activity (scrutinizing activity)
Annex P7 – Light intensity is inversely proportional to distance – Physics
experiment
Physics Toolbox Sensor Suite: https://www.vieyrasoftware.net/
Annex P8 – Physics experiment – in deep questions, elaborating data
Annex P9 - Competence / skills / knowledge
3rd lesson
STEM Subject 2
Mathematics
Entry test and Entry test-trigonometry and geometry
60’ (2
flipped activity
sessions of
• Flipped activity: Introducing the geometry of the
to deepen
30’ each on
sphere, spherical distance latitude and longitude.
geometrical
WebEx
Students are acquainted to those concepts: a
property of the
platform)
YouTube video will help students go in-depth.
sphere
Flipped
60’ (2
• Flipped activity: Introducing spherical
activity: what
sessions of
trigonometry and the concept of “solid angle”: a
is the solid
30’ each on
YouTube video through which students can
angle?
WebEx
understand the concept and take some notes.
platform)
Learning
Outcomes of various activities. The tools and questions used can be found
products
in the various subsections of Annex 2 as mentioned below.
Annex M1: Trigonometry - entry test (resources as aid)
Latitude and longitude
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=itQGd4gYjDI
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AGCUm_jWtt4
o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1okhBnvuuck
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Name of
activity

Procedure

Time

Annex M2: Competence / skills / knowledge
3rd Lesson
STEM subject 3
Chemistry
Entry test and Entry test
120
Problem
minutes
• Problem posing
Posing
o All reactions require energy to overcome a (one-hour
introducing
certain barrier called "activation energy". long session
photosynthesis
What reactions do we know that are related per and two
additional
to light?
o Is it possible to use light to fight pollution? 30’-long
sessions of
(Photocatalysis)
o Review: chemical catalysis and activation online
lessons on
energy
o Photosynthesis. The set of photochemical WebEx
reactions par excellence and the synthesis platform)
of vitamin D are described.
Introduction to Photochemical reactions
photochemical
• Chemistry lab experiment: Students are divided 210 minutes
reactions and
into 5 groups. The protocol of indications is (1st session
experiment
provided to carry out the experiment: due to the 60’ long; 5
social distancing imposed by the COVID-19 sessions 30’
quarantine, students are assigned an activity that long each of
online
they can carry out in absolute safety at home.
o Each group will have to develop an lessons on
educational video in which to highlight the WebEx
experimental method to make the platform)
experiment reproducible.
o Each group will share the video of their
experiment.
Learning
Outcomes of various activities. The tools and questions used can be found
products
in the various subsections of Annex 2 as mentioned below.
Annex C1 - Entry test
• Chemical reactions and light:
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PFbYpsUV-4c Video on the
bright phase of photosynthesis.
• https://youtu.be/nXDK_P4kt2w Video in English on the synthesis
of vitamin D in the human body
• Videos of photochemical reactions are shown to the class.
• https://youtu.be/kGIzdtMYg7I Video of a photochemical reaction
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Name of
activity

Procedure

Time

•

https://youtu.be/8e0-AbwBDYM Another photochemical
reaction
• To help students implement the Chemistry lab experiment at
home:
• https://cpb-use1.wpmucdn.com/blogs.cornell.edu/dist/3/1009/files/2015/09/F
loating-Leaf-Disk-Brad-Williamson.pdf
• The video is shown as an example of the experiment
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZnY9_wMZZWI
4th lesson
STEM Subject 4
Biology
Entry test and Problem posing
Problem
• How has society's perception of tanning changed? 120 minutes
Posing
Does the sun just hurt, or does it have positive (1 session
introducing
long
effects on the body? Are sunscreen creams for old 60’
interaction
2
people and children only or should everyone use plus
between light
sessions
them?
and human
each
30
• Skin and epithelial tissue: cellular organization
skin
• Describes the characteristics of sunlight and minutes
videosunscreens that can be used to protect yourself.
lesson on
WebEx
platform)
Science
90 minutes
• Help a Dane! Lesson on effective communication
communicatio
(3 sessions
• Watch the video created by the Danish
n
each
30’
government to sensitize its people to be careful
minutes
when going to the seaside resorts.
long
of
• Which aspect of the photochemical reactions can
online
be explored? Is it possible to set up in continuity
lesson on
with the didactic style that distinguishes us
WebEx
(experiential) an experiment that shows how a
platform)
photochemical reaction works?
•

•

Video: create an incisive and immediate
advertisement about the possible sun damage to
the skin on the model of Help a Dane!
video sharing and ranking based on predefined
parameters. The vote will take place by creating a
form on Google forms.
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Name of
activity
Learning
products

non-STEM
subject
Introduction to
Light in
Architecture

Procedure

Time

Outcomes of various activities. The tools and questions used can be found
in the various subsections of Annex 2 as mentioned below.
• Annex B1 – entry test
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gV4a_9Kh3ts and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gMtk-q2cp5Q (sunscreen)
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gV4a_9Kh3ts (the science
of tanning)
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sJH4kJs8r0c and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2TaNob07Wsw (sunscreen:
scientific instructions for use)
• Annex B2 -- Help a Dane! (Lesson on effective communication)
• Annex B3 - Parameters for the evaluation of the educational
video
• Annex B4 - Assessment grid for European key competences and
citizenship
4th Lesson
Art History
•

•

•

Comparing images of selected art masterpieces
from the Imperial Roman, Baroque and
Contemporary periods.
Reflecting on how the light-work of art interaction
has changed over time
o The light in the sacred building and in the
housing one: lighting aimed at enhancing
the great monuments: natural light in the
Pantheon and in the Japanese house
between the 20th and 21st centuries; the
artificial light used for the enhancement of
the individual monument.
Understanding the sense of the sacred expressed
by the zenithal light of the Pantheon and the care
of lighting aimed at living well-being in the design
of domestic architecture; night lighting of St.
Peter's Basilica in Rome, an example of enhancing
the monument in the historic city.

30 minutes
videolesson on
WebEx
platform
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Name of
activity
Case study
activity

Learning
products

non-STEM
subject
Art design

Planning and
representing
choosing
between

Procedure

Time

Comparing between students and teacher
30 minutes
Sharing and choosing which themes will be explored
video• Each student fills in the form which analyses the lesson on
characteristics of the chosen architecture in WebEx
platform
relation to the light
• three groups of students are formed corresponding
to the three possible themes being studied (sacred
architecture, civil architecture, lighting of a
monument) and each group develops a card
containing the guidelines for the realization of the
individual study works (ppt, films, works graphics).
Outcomes of various activities. The tools and questions used can be found
in the various subsections of Annex 2 as mentioned below.
• Annex A1, A2, A3, A4 - Identify the macro-characters of the
studied artistic periods (Roman, Baroque, contemporary),
consistency of the student's choice with respect to the topic.
• Annex A5-make comparisons between eras.
• Annexes A6-Conceptual map of what is contained in the in-depth
work; Formal and technical organicity of the paper.
5th lesson
Art Design
Art Design:
• Using three-dimensional models, study the lightshadow relationship and choose the ideal lighting
conditions to enhance the shapes
• Choosing the architecture to represent, setting of
the graphic: starting from the architecture that
students intend to study, they will reduce the
volumes in representable solids (reduction of the
architecture in graphic model), choose the vision of
the building you want intends to prefer, identify the
most
suitable
representative
technique
(axonometry or perspective), define the position of
the light source.
Axonometric (perspective representation of the identified
architecture):

30 minutes
videolesson on
WebEx
platform

60 minutes
(2 sessions
each 30’
minutes
15
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Name of
activity
axonometry or
perspective

Learning
products

STEM & nonSTEM Subjects

Problemsolving activity

Learning
products

Procedure
•

Planning and realizing of the graphic design;
choosing appropriate tools, knowledge and
procedures; elaborating the three-dimensional
graphic model.

Time
long; online
videolesson on
WebEx
platform)

Representation of shadows proper and brought planning
and realization of the graphic design, choosing appropriate
tools, knowledge and procedures, graphic elaboration of
the shadows (own and flow) following the rules of the
chosen graphic technique.
Outcomes of various activities. The tools and questions used can be found
in the various subsections of Annex 2 as mentioned below.
Annex D1 - Drawing summary table -Architecture and Light: my case study
Annex D2- Art-objects; develop the chosen graphic model.
Annex D3- Graphic tables on the design of the shadow
6th lesson
Physics, Biology, Chemistry
Art Design

•

Students will be divided into groups: each group will 90’ (3
sessions
work to find a solution of the problem initially posed
• In each group, students will be assigned an expert role: each 30’
physicist, mathematician, chemist, biologist, architect. minutes
They will describe their solution explaining how they long of
used specific knowledge related to their expertise field online
lesson
to find the solution.
• Each group can choose among a range of options to on
show its solution of the problem (video, photo booklet, WebEx)
poster, web-article, website, prototype)
Outcomes of various activities. The tools and questions used can be found
in the various subsections of Annex 2 as mentioned below.
Annex P10 – Project final task – steps
Annex P11 – Peer evaluation google form - STE(A)M poster and project
evaluation

Assessment
Assessment and feedback are multi-layered as a process and many aspects of each subject
will be taken into consideration.
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Physics - Mathematics: Measure the light intensity
Science: Each group of students (assessing whether they will be the same for the two subjects)
will present their work to everyone.
Art: Presentation of the work of each to the whole class, with detailed articulation by the
author of the choices made, as well as a critical account of what has been learned.
Initial assessment
Physics: Entry test – energy related to light and circuits. Annex P1
Mathematics: Entry test – trigonometry theorems. Annex M1
Science: Check knowledge of prerequisites such as reaction kinetics, activation energy,
catalysis. The structure of the skin and DNA. Annexes B1 and C1
Art: To identify the macro-characters of the studied artistic periods (Roman, Baroque,
contemporary); consistency of the student's choice with respect to the topic. Annex A1, A2,
A3, A4
Formative evaluation
Physics-Mathematics: Lab report Annex P9, M2
Science: Evaluation of the lab report Annex B4
Art: Make comparisons between eras / art-objects; develop the chosen graphic model. Annex
A5, D2
Final assessment
Physics-Mathematics: The luminous efficiency (ratio between the intensity of light emitted
and the electrical power absorbed by the lamp in question, is measured in the lumen / watt
ratio) expresses the luminous efficiency and energy consumption; elaborating data. Annex P8
Science: Can the explanatory video be used so that someone else can have the same
laboratory experience? Would a publishing house use it to enrich its collection of multimedia
resources? The video must be elaborated and contain some scientific fixed points, for which
the "scientific" quality of the video and its ability to "pierce" the screen will be evaluated.
Annex B3
Art: Conceptual map of what is contained in the in-depth work; Formal and technical
organicity of the paper. Annex A6
Design: Annex D3
All-together: Annex P10
Student feedback
Physics-Mathematics: Brainstorming and answering teachers questions:
https://answergarden.ch/1220984
https://padlet.com/carmelita_cipollone/mdy27pawgz9txec7
https://kahoot.it/challenge/01072202?challenge-id=e0ccb19a-a665-4e63-9f68ee54ba147e10_1589128820198 (Game PIN: 01072202)
https://padlet.com/carmelita_cipollone/hk4drhrb7fd7szoz (final task)
https://padlet.com/carmelita_cipollone/7bvvfwsz7n99ms6s (evaluate their own output and
those built from other groups-Annex P11)
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Science: Ability to explain the experiment set up: upload on a platform or on the school's
Facebook page and evaluate the response of the other pupils in the school.
Understand in-depth “The layers of the skin” :
https://padlet.com/pandasaggio1/8qrvy4qsh4i57lvl
Art: Class discussion; ability to answer peer questions; preparation in class of a temporary
exhibition of the graphic designs produced, and evaluation by each student.
The collection of students homework: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1N4PnZ3K_l0u2tKfM56eJrCjrYmcgBqb?usp=sharing
Teacher feedback
Physics and Mathematics: collection of student reports and projects
Science: Evaluation of the technical-scientific contribution by each member of the group. Can
I say I learned by doing?
Art: Refutes the thesis presented by the student to evaluate the ability to support it correctly;
evaluates the graphic evolution of the student, with respect to his starting level.
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Annexes
A thorough and complete list of all the materials used will be asked from all teachers. Those
materials will be cited as Annexes and they can be further cited in the learning scenario.
Annex 1
PEDAGOGICAL TRENDS IN EDUCATION

Disclaimer: Information presented in this document has been
previously partially published in the Scientix Newsletter “Pedagogical
trends in education”, May 2019:
http://files.eun.org/scientix/scx3/newsletter/Scientix-Newsletter-May19.pdf

Inquiry-based science education
IBSE adopts John Dewey’s principle that education begins with curiosity (Savery, 2006), and
makes students go through all the steps of scientific research: ask a question, develop a
hypothesis, plan how to test this hypothesis, collect data, analyse the results and share it with
peers (Pedaste et al. 2015). IBSE is ideal for science education, because it makes teaching more
hands-on, and is perfect to learn how scientific research works. Students learn how to
formulate questions answerable through experimentation. The teacher has both a facilitator
role and an instructor role, making it an in-between method compared to full facilitation in
problem-based, and instruction in project-based learning. However, the approach can be
gradually made student-directed; students can start an IBSE project with a question provided
by the teacher, and then can come up with their own questions to transfer what they learned
for deeper learning.
IBSE does not only tap into creativity, problem-solving, and critical and analytical thinking. It
also sets the stage for learning about how to collect and interpret data (become science and
data-literate), and how to do this ethically and reliably. All these are skills of the 21 st century,
where data is abundantly available in every part of life.
As mentioned in the recent European Schoolnet publication, while inquiry-based science
education (IBSE) has been already around in STEM education for decades, there is still much
room for improvement in teachers’ development and continued dissemination of innovative
pedagogical approaches. To highlight the impact of IBSE, its challenges, and the initiatives
addressing these, we published the “Teacher Training and IBSE Practice in Europe, A European
Schoolnet overview”.
Research shows that IBSE results in greater interest in Science, and motivation for STEM
careers. Another important observation from the publication is that the benefits of IBSE are
long-term and maintained, in contrast to the short-term acquisitions of traditional pedagogies
that also come with less inclusion of both genders, and less interest in STEM.
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One challenge is teacher support: teachers report that they receive little support in
implementing IBSE in their classroom. Another challenge to IBSE is standard assessment: PISA
tests, as well as end-of-secondary-education exams, are still more focused on recall and
repeated-drill exercises, deterring the use of more diverse pedagogies. To better integrate
inquiry-based methods in school curricula, standardized tests also need to evolve along with
traditional pedagogies.
Problem, project and challenge-based learning

Problem-based learning (PBL) is a student-centred multi-disciplinary method that was initially
adopted in medical education as a means to put multiple topics in context (Newman, 2003)
PBL aims to make students good problem-solvers in the real world: for instance, to put
knowledge from multiple disciplines into use, and be able to work with others productively.
After all, real-world problems are hardly ever solvable by one single discipline and one single
person.
A PBL activity consists of working on an open-ended, even ill-defined question, with no
solution provided by the teacher. Students need to work collaboratively and devise a solution
to the problem by themselves. The key component is that it is student-centred; students are
more motivated when they are responsible for the solution to the problem, and when the
whole process rests with them (Savery, 2006). Decades of research has established that
although students who went through PBL do not necessarily score better on standardized
exams, they are definitely better problem-solvers (Strobel & van Barneveld, 2009).
Project-based learning also involves collaborative learning and finding a solution to a
problem. However, the process and the end product are more specified from the beginning.
Students work on a project for an extended period of time, a project that will produce a
solution to a complex question or solve a complicated problem. The role of the teacher is more
active here because multiple obstacles are typically encountered in the production of
something like a rocket, or a space habitat, and these obstacles mark the moments for the
teacher to instruct specific topics.
Finally, with challenge-based learning (CBL) (Johnson et al. 2009), students are again asked to
develop a solution to a problem. However, they are only provided with a “big idea”, a societal
problem that they need to address with a challenge of their choosing (e.g. disinterest in
mathematics, low upturn in elections). While the use of technology can be considered optional
in other trends, technology needs to be incorporated in every step in CBL. Like for projectbased learning, there is an end product, although this product is determined in the process,
not at the beginning. The focus is on the use of ICT in the collection of data and sharing the
results.
Design thinking
If IBSE recreates scientific methodology in the classroom, design thinking (DT) does the same
for design and prototype production. DT helps students develop the skill to identify problems
and needs in the society, and entrepreneurship. DT can be implemented within problem or
project-based learning; the difference is that the problem is identified by students, and the
end product is a prototype to solve the problem. The product is tested and refined in multiple
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iterations. Students go through a cycle of steps: (1) empathize; (2) define; (3) ideate; (4)
prototype; (5) test.
Blended-learning and the flipped classroom
In a classroom where all students are facing the instructor, each moment there will be
students drifting from the topic, even if for thinking deeper about a specific point in the
lecture. It is challenging to have the undivided attention of the whole classroom because each
student has a different way of learning and a different pace. With online content, students
can learn the material at home at their own pace. In turn, the teacher can use the classroom
to engage students in debates, projects and group assignments. Blended-learning and flipped
classroom are instructional strategies that help students learn in their own pace and deepen
their learning with making the most of classroom hours. Although these concepts are used
interchangeably, they are slightly different: while blended-learning complements online
learning with class instruction and support, the flipped classroom requires students to learn
the material before coming to class and do assignments and projects during class hours.
Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL)
Content and language integrated learning (CLIL) is a well-positioned pedagogical approach
that emphasises on the integration of foreign language and thematic content within the
context of all school subjects. CLIL is a pedagogical approach that allows to teachers and
students use a foreign language as the medium of instruction in non-linguistic subjects,
allowing this way the practice and improvement of both the second language and the
immersion to subjects that may vary from science subjects to humanities. According to Cenoz
et al. (2013) "the European Commission and the Council of Europe have funded many initiatives
in support of CLIL because it responded to a need in Europe for enhancing second-language
(L2) education and bilingualism that was well-received" and research further supports that
CLIL is applied successfully in task-based pedagogies. In addition, when it comes specifically to
the application of CLIL in the science classroom there are specific advantages including
enabling learners to learn a school subject that exists in their curriculum using the respective
second language they are learning, provide authentic learning settings while using the
resources available at their school and support learners’ cognitive skills by equally supporting
language practice and the teaching of science context.
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Annex 21

Physics Annexes
Annex P1 - Introducing the “Light pollution” question
Activity to be carried out by the Physics teacher, CLIL, Answergarden, Kahoot, jigsaw first step
With Answergarden: Ask students to briefly describe a consequence they know about light
pollution: https://answergarden.ch/1220984.
Introduce the topic to students watching the National Geographic videos:
•
•
•

“Where Are the Stars? See How Light Pollution Affects Night Skies | Short Film
Showcase”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?V=0FXJUP6_o1w
“Light pollution 101 | national geographic”
Https://www.youtube.com/watch?V=V_a78zdbwye&feature=emb_logo

Task: Watch the following video at least three times:
•
•

•

Firstly, try to understand the content in general.
Secondly; write down key words that you recognize according to its title and content;
then look for their meaning on the monolingual dictionary and record those meanings
on your workbook.
Thirdly, write down key sentences.

In group of "expert”:
Students divided in groups of experts: Physicists-Mathematics, Biologists, Chemists,
Architects.
Students belonging to the same "expertise field" can connect (WebEx or something else) to:
1. Discuss and consider the following questions (Problem posing step):
i. “Do you think it would be possible to have back a dark-night-sky in the cities?"
ii. "Which are other consequences of light pollution?”
2. Toward the Problem Solving - Jigsaw-part 1 - analyse the assigned resource as
described:
i. Browse to the web-page of the given link, read-watch-listen its contents and
those of at least other two pages connected to that link (write down on your
workbook which ones) in order to have a general idea
ii. Take some notes of your understanding
iii. Share with your group mates and, all together, build a unique document: webpages understanding
iv. Assigned resources:
▪ Physicists: Astronomical Society of South Australia, “Light pollution”:
o https://www.assa.org.au/lightpollution
1

All the evaluation materials, photos, content and text have been produced by the team of teachers. The
teachers used the materials with their students in Italian and following translated them in English.
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▪

Biologists: Encyclopædia Britannica, “Light pollution”:
o https://www.britannica.com/science/light-pollution
▪ Chemists: Article of “The Guardian online”, “Let there be dark: the
battle to save our sky from light pollution”:
o https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/dec/15/l
ight-pollution-north-york-moors-national-park-dark-skies
▪ Architects: National Geographic, “Our nights are getting brighter, and
Earth is paying the price”:
o https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2019/04/nig
hts-are-getting-brighter-earth-paying-the-price-lightpollution-dark-skies/
3. Problem posing, answer to the previous two questions: each group with a different
expertise will upload the ‘web-pages understanding’ plus the answers to the below
questions:
i. “Do you think it would be possible to have back a dark-night-sky in the cities?"
ii. "Which are other consequences of light pollution?” on the following Padlet
https://padlet.com/carmelita_cipollone/mdy27pawgz9txec7
Annex P2 – Jigsaw, Padlet (second step)
•
•

•

In "mixed" groups: Splitting the expertise groups and forming new groups (four
students per group, one Physicist, one Biologist, one Chemist, one Architect).
In each group students will share what they learned analysing the resources.
o Individually: Kahoot - students answering questions
https://kahoot.it/challenge/01072202?challenge-id=e0ccb19a-a665-4e639f68-ee54ba147e10_1589128820198
▪ Game PIN: 01072202
Homework: individually, each student will
o Analyse the following Interactive maps, “light pollution”:
https://darksitefinder.com/maps/world.html#4/39.00/-98.00
https://www.lightpollutionmap.info
o Answer (Padlet) to the following question ‘’what would be needed to have
light with less lighting?’’
o https://padlet.com/carmelita_cipollone/hk4drhrb7fd7szoz
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Annex P3 – Circuits passage plus Physics entry test

Circuits passage
Read the following passage, re-organize the facts you already know and point out the new
ones. Write down on your workbook the keywords, look for their meaning on the
monolingual dictionary and copy that meaning on your workbook. Then do the Physics entry
test.
For thousands of years, electricity was an ephemeral phenomenon –it is there one second and
it is gone the next. The voltaic pile changed that forever.
The voltaic pile, invented by Alessandro Volta in 1800, was the first device to provide a steady
supply of electricity. The two metals Volta used to build the pile were zinc and copper,
although he experimented with many other metals as well. He alternated discs of the opposing
metals with pasteboard or cloth dampened with brine (a solution of water and salt) or vinegar.
An electrochemical reaction in each three-disc unit of the pile formed an electric cell and
generated a current. Therefore, by changing the number of units, Volta could increase or
decrease the amount of electricity produced. By attaching a wire to the end of the pile,
electricity could be supplied steadily. In 1801, Volta demonstrated the pile for Napoleon and
his court. Volta so impressed the French leader that he made him a count.
As a physical quantity, current is the rate at which charge flows past a point on a circuit. A
current of 1 Ampere means that there is 1 Coulomb of charge passing through a cross section
of a wire every 1 second.
The particles that carry charge through wires in a circuit are mobile electrons. The electric field
direction within a circuit is the direction that positive test charges are pushed. Thus, these
negatively charged electrons move in the direction opposite the electric field.
Charge will not flow in a circuit unless there is an energy source capable of creating an electric
potential difference and unless there is a closed conducting loop through which the charge
can move.
According to the First Ohm’s Law, the two variables that would affect the amount of current
in a circuit are the electric potential difference and the resistance: the current in a circuit is
directly proportional to the electric potential difference impressed across its ends and
inversely proportional to the total resistance offered by the external circuit. The formula is
i=V/R.
The greater the battery voltage (i.e., electric potential difference), the greater the current.
And the greater the resistance, the less the current. Charge flows at the greatest rates when
the battery voltage is increased, and the resistance is decreased. In fact, a twofold increase in
the battery voltage would lead to a twofold increase in the current (if all other factors are kept
equal). And an increase in the resistance of the load by a factor of two would cause the current
to decrease by a factor of two to one-half its original value.
SOURCE:https://nationalmaglab.org/education/magnet-academy/history-of-electricitymagnetism/museum/voltaic-pile-1800
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Physics entry test
(Built with “Quiz” activity on Moodle or on the online class environment that your school has
provided and/or the platform of your choice)
Calculus question
If electricity costs 0,43 €/kWh and a 7,5 kW appliance runs for 48 hours , how much is the total
cost?
Matching question
The circuit A is a circuit wired with a power supply, a resistor and an ammeter that reads a
current of 0,24 A.
Match the right correspondences:
1) 0,06 A; 2) 1,44 A; 3) 0,24 A; 4) 0,72 A; 5) 0,12 A; 6) 5,0 A; 7) 0,05 A.
a) A flashlight that is powered by 3 V and uses a bulb with a resistance of 60 Ω will have
a current of ….
b) Determine the new current in the circuit A if the voltage of the power supply was
increased by a factor of 2 and the resistance was increased by a factor of 2.
c) Determine the new current in the circuit A if the voltage of the power supply was
increased by a factor of 3 and the resistance was decreased by a factor of 2.
d) Determine the new current in the circuit A if the voltage of the power supply was
increased by a factor of 3 and the resistance was held constant.
e) Determine the new current in the circuit A if the voltage of the power supply was
decreased by a factor of 2 and the resistance was increased by a factor of 2.
f) Two cross-sectional areas are located 50 cm apart. Every 2.0 seconds, 10 C of charge
flow through each of these areas.
g) How much energy is transferred in 50 seconds with a current of 3,6 aperes and a
potential difference of 220 volts?
Multiple choice questions
Unpolarized light of intensity I0 passes through a polarizer filter with a vertical transmission
axis. The transmitted light pass through a sheet of unknown material (X). If after passing
through X the intensity of light is I0/2, which of the following alternatives can be correct?
(could be correct more than one answer)
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a) Material X consist of a polarizer filter with a vertical transmission axis
b) Material X consist of a polarizer filter with a A horizontal transmission axis
c) Material X consist of no-polarized glass
When a flash light is equiped with a new set of batteries, it produces white light. As the
batteries wear out
a)
b)
c)
d)

it simply stops working, no changes in colour nor in light intensity
colour changes in red and light intensity is reduced
the light intensity geta reduced with no changes in its colour
light colour changes: firstly from white to yellow and then from yellow to red with no
changes in intensity

Calculus question
How much energy is transferred when 6,8 coulombs are travelling in a circuit per second, and
the potential difference is 220 volts?
Multiple choice question
In a dark-chamber, at a distance of 0.50 m from a point light source, the light power per unit
of surface is worth 160 units. What is the value of the light power per unit of surface at a
distance of 2.0 m from the point light source?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

10 units
40 units
80 units
5 units
160 units
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Multiple choice question
Which of the following relationship is wrong if you want calculate the total cost of electricity?
a) number of units × cost of units
b) number of units divided by cost per unit
c) power × time × cost per unit
According to Huygens principle, light can be described by the ............................ model
a)
b)
c)
d)

particle
wave
rays
radiation

Unpolarized light passes through two polarizer filters, the transmission axis of the polarizer B
is at 60° respect to the transmission axis of A. If If is the intensity of the transmitted light, which
of the following can be the intensity of the incident light?

a)
b)

1

𝐼
8 𝑓
1
𝐼
4 𝑓

c) 4 ∙ 𝐼𝑓
d) 8 ∙ 𝐼𝑓
Multiple choice question
Which of the following is correct for light diverging from a point source?
a) The intensity decreases in proportion with the distance squared
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b) The intensity does not depend on the distance
c) The wavefront is parabolic
Multiple choice question
Light transmitted through two polarizer filters is at a maximum intensity. Through which angle
should polarizer B be rotated in order to have no light transmitted?

a) 45°
b) 90°
c) 60°
d) 180°
e) 30°

1) Answers: € 155 000.
2) 0,05 A; 0,12 A; 0,24 A; 1,44 A; 0,72 A; 0,06 A; 5,0 A.
3) 39 600 J
4) c
5) c
6) 1500 J
7) a
8) b
9) b
10) d
11) a
12) b
Annex P4 – Light intensity
Step 1 – general meaning and building a vocabulary
Think about how light from a flashlight shine:
1) When light shines on something nearby it seems less bright / brighter than when
focused on something far away. (underline the correct alternative)
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2) Does sound propagation work such as light propagation? When a source of sound is
nearby you, it seems less loud / louder than when it is far away (underline the correct
alternative)
3) Remember how you calculate the intensity of a sound, write the formula (write your
answers in the box):
To learn more
https://courses.lumenlearning.com/physics/chapter/17-3-sound-intensity-and-sound-level/
4) Another similarity: If a spray paint is used, how does the coat thickness relate to how
close the can is to the wall? Consider two positions at distances d1 and d2 from a wall
with d1> d2; if you spray the paint, the thickness s1 formed by the distance d1 is
greater / smaller than the thickness s2 formed at the distance d2 (underline the
correct alternative)
Answer the following questions (write your answers in the boxes):
5) Do all light sources work in the same way?

6) Does a laser beam change in intensity according to the distance?

7) Why or why not?

Send your work through the section light_intensity_meaning_1 (one file, named as
"name_surname_light_intensity_meaning_1")
Step 2 – The following activity will help you in a deeper understanding. Try the following
experiments (write your answers in the boxes):
You will need:
• (smartphone) flashlight
• Laser torch
• Three pieces (A, B, C) of black paper or dark pieces of material (you can use cut outs
from shoe boxes, for instance, and colour them black!)
o Put a small pinhole on the piece A
o Cut a small slit on the piece B
o Cut a small square on the piece C
Now, in a dark room, turn on the light of your smartphone
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1. Put the light source firstly 2 cm from the wall and secondly 20 cm away and cover it
with the piece A:
a. Describe if you can observe variation in the intensity of the light on a wall due
to the small beam escaping from the pinhole
b. Describe if you can notice any differences between the (smartphone) flashlight
beam and the laser torch beam

Then cover the light with the piece B:
2. Put the light source firstly 2 cm from the wall and secondly 20 cm away and cover it
with the piece B:
a. Describe if you can observe variation in the intensity of the light on a wall, due
to the small beam escaping from the slit.
b. Does the dimension of the image of the slit change according to the distance?
Why or why not?
c. If yes, describe how it changes
d. Describe if you can notice any differences between the (smartphone) flashlight
beam and the laser torch beam

Then cover the light with the piece C:
3. Put the light source firstly 2 cm from the wall, and secondly, 20 cm away and cover
it with the piece C:
a. Describe if you can observe variation in the intensity of the light on a wall, due
to the small beam escaping from the square
b. Does the dimension of the image of the square change according to the
distance? Why or why not?
c. If yes, describe how it changes
d. Describe if you can notice any differences between the (smartphone) flashlight
beam and the laser torch beam

Think deeper:
The light escaping from the pinhole you let out a one-dimensional beam …. cutting a slit in the
material you add a second dimension …. cutting a square from the material you add a further
dimension ….
1) Watch
the
video
light_intensity_vs_distance
(https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/ket08.sci.phys.mfw.ketinverse/inverse
-square-law/)at least three times:
a. Firstly, try to understand the content in general;
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b. Secondly, write down the key words that you recognize according to its title and
content; then look for their meaning on the monolingual dictionary and record
those meanings.
c. Thirdly, write down the key sentences

Now briefly answer:
2) Do all light sources work in the same way?

3) Does a laser beam change in intensity according to the distance?

4) Why or why not?

Send your work through the section light_intensity_meaning_2 (one file, named as
"name_surname_light_intensity_meaning_2")
Annex P5 – Luminous intensity and luminous flux
Group work – Consider the following questions, discuss in group, and write down the group
answers:
1) Light sources: how are they different?
• standard filament light bulbs,
•

halogen light bulbs,

•

compact fluorescent lamps,

•

fluorescent tubes,

•

LED lamps.

2) Imagine to be in a dark room: would the light of a candle be enough to brighten the
room as a light bulb could?

3) How should you place several candles in the room to have the most light?
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4) What does the efficiency of a light source depend on?

5) How are the intensity and the efficiency of a light source related?

6) Consider a projector: it lights only forward (in one direction). How the luminous flux is
distributed into every space dimension?

Group work:
You can work first individually and then share your understanding with your groupmates or
you can work analysing each resource all together. You will describe how your group decided
to proceed to analyse the resources 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and answer the following questions:
1) Find definitions and meanings for:
a) Luminous flux:

b) Light intensity:

c) Luminous intensity:

2) On some lamp package it is written the luminous flux (measured in lumens) whereas
on some other the luminous intensity (expressed in candelas), how can you compare
the two lamps?

3) Given a lamp producing 1000 lm and a lamp producing 250 cd, do these lamps
illuminate with the same brightness?

4) How should you place several candles in the room in order to have the most light?

5) What does the efficiency of a light source depend on?

6) How are the intensity and the efficiency of a light source related?
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7) Consider a projector: it lights only forward (in one direction). How the luminous flux
is distributed into every space dimension?

Resource 1 - Britannica: luminous intensity, lumen, steradian, candela
•

https://www.britannica.com/science/luminous-intensity

•

https://www.britannica.com/science/lumen-unit-of-energy-measurement

•

https://www.britannica.com/science/steradian

•

https://www.britannica.com/science/candela

Resource 2 - Photometric units (A.2.1-The Steradian; A.2.2-Radiation Intensity, I;
A.5 Photometry: A.5.1 Luminous Intensity, I;A.5.2 Illumination and Illuminance, E)
•

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1002/9781119021780.app1

Resource 3 - Human eye sensitivity and photometric quantities (16.1 Light receptors of the
human eye; 16.2 Basic radiometric and photometric units)
•

https://www.ecse.rpi.edu/~schubert/Light-Emitting-Diodes-dot-org/SampleChapter.pdf

Resource 4 – hyperphysics web pages
• http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/vision/radphocon.html#c1
• http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/vision/photomcon.html#c1
• http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/vision/lumpow.html#c3
Resource 5 - Luminous intensity vs luminous flux
•

Calculator converting from lumens to candelas and vice versa

•

https://www.giangrandi.org/optics/lmcdcalc/lmcdcalc.mobile.shtml

•

https://lightingsolutionsme.com/lumen-to-lux-to-candela-calculator/

Resource 6 – LED efficiency
•
•

https://www.fcgov.com/utilities/img/site_specific/uploads/led-efficiency.pdf
https://www.e-education.psu.edu/egee102/node/2037

Annex P6 – Light intensity vs flux activity
Deepen your understanding
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On some lamp package you can find the luminous flux (measured in lumens), in others the
luminous intensity (expressed in candelas). How can you compare the two lamps?
For instance, given a lamp producing 1000 lm and a lamp producing 250 cd, do these lamps
illuminate with the same brightness?
To answer follow the instructions:
1. Complete the following table by consulting the following sources
• http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/vision/radphocon.html#c1
•

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/vision/photomcon.html#c1

•

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/vision/lumpow.html#c3
Radiometric units

name of the
Radiant power
physical quantity

Photometric units
the sensation of brightness of visible
light depends on the colour
(spectrum) of the light
Luminous flux

symbol
units
symbol of units
What it measures
name of the
Radiant intensity
physical quantity

Luminous intensity

symbol
units
symbol of units
What it measures
name of the
Irradiance
physical quantity

Illuminance

symbol
units
symbol of units
What it measures
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Luminous intensity vs luminous flux
2. Fill in the gaps - Use one of the following options: direction; light; luminous flux;
luminous intensity; maximum; power; radiation
In photometry, (1) ………………………………………….. is the measure of the total perceived (2)
………………………………………….. of light while (3) ………………………………………….. is a measure of the
perceived power emitted by a light source in a particular (4) ………………………………………….. per
unit solid angle. This means that the (5) ………………………………………….. luminous intensity
depends on the total luminous flux of a (6) ………………………………………….. source, but also on its
(7) ………………………………………….. pattern (the way the light source radiates in all directions).

The total luminous flux is the sum of all the The luminous intensity is the luminous flux
flux emitted in all directions, no matter what in each solid angle. Here two examples of
radiation pattern the light source has.
different luminous intensities in two
arbitrary cones, supposing the radiation
pattern of this lamp is not uniform.
That means that two light sources radiating the same luminous flux (the same lumens) may
produce different luminous intensities (different candelas) according to their ability in
concentrating light.
3. Try this:
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Put a lens in front a lamp to concentrate the light in one direction: the
luminous intensity in that direction will increase, whereas the total
luminous flux stays the same.
4. Choose the right option:
The higher/lower the ability to concentrate the light in one direction,
the grater the luminous intensity.
Consider 2 LEDs having the same chip producing the same luminous flux
of 0.2 lm with a current of 30 mA.
One of them has a lens that concentrates the light in a narrow cone of
15° whereas the other one has a different lens concentrating the light
in a cone of 30°.
5. Which one has a lens that concentrates the light in a narrow
cone of 15°, the one on the left or the one on the right (see
Figure 1)?

Figure 1 Two LEDs with different lens

6. As a result, which one will have the greatest luminous
intensity?

7. The same 2 LEDs projecting on a screen about 5 cm away.
Which one has a lens that concentrates the light in a narrow
cone of 15°, the one on the left or the one on the right (see
Figure 2)?
Figure 2 Two LEDs with different lens projecting
on a wall

To precisely calculate the total luminous flux F, we need to take into account the radiation
pattern I(θ) of the light source.
Knowing I(θ) we can calculate the equivalent solid angle Ω (in steradians): Ω represents the
solid angle transmitting a constant and uniform flux equal as the flux transmitted by I(θ) in 4π
steradians (the whole sphere surface). to calculate the luminous flux F in lumens: 𝐹 = Ω ∙ 𝐼𝑉
Where Iv is the maximum luminous intensity measured in candela (cd).
Simple luminous intensity/flux converter
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Very often what is known is the beamwidth (beam divergence) 2θ, which is angle of the cone
of light emitted, we can do an approximate calculation.
This is an approximation because it assumes that all the power is uniformly distributed inside
this cone and that no power is emitted outside.
Beamwidth (Figure 3) is usually given as the cone full
angle 2θ, which is the double of the cone
angle θ between the axis and the cone. In this
drawing you can see in blue the cone angle θ and
in red the cone full angle 2θ.

Figure 3 Beamwidth approximation

With this approximation, we assume all the flux is
uniformly distributed in the specified cone and that
there is no radiation outside.

This, of course, is not very accurate. Keep in mind the real figures could considerably off but
is the best you can get with just the cone angle. Knowing the beamwidth 2θ, we can easily
calculate the corresponding solid angle Ω in steradians with: Ω = 2𝜋(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)
Then we can use the same equation as before to convert between the luminous flux F and the
maximum luminous intensity Iv: 𝐹 = Ω ∙ 𝐼𝑉
Calculator converting from lumens to candelas and vice versa
https://www.giangrandi.org/optics/lmcdcalc/lmcdcalc.mobile.shtml
https://lightingsolutionsme.com/lumen-to-lux-to-candela-calculator/
Now you can answer the question:
8. Given a lamp producing 1000 lm and a lamp producing 250 cd, do these lamps
illuminate with the same brightness?

Annex P7 – Light intensity is inversely proportional to distance - Physics experiment
Study the phenomenon of light diffusion; explain phenomena of daily life such as the blue
colour of the sky and the orange-red colour of the solar disk at sunset
https://www.instructables.com/id/Smartphone-Light-Diffuser/
Prerequisites:
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•
•
•

wave propagation
propagation of light
photometric quantities and related units of measurement, with particular attention
to lighting

You will need:
• n°1 Smartphone with the following app: Light Meter (or another app with exposure
meter function); Colour Grab (or another app for colour recognition)
https://youtu.be/uEwuzYWZGio , https://youtu.be/c4Zr32pu5Gg
• n°1 parallelepiped-shaped container with transparent walls (plastic or glass, of the
type used for small aquariums)
• n° 1 light source like a flashlight or, better, a spotlight, the emission spectrum of the
source must be continuous and not striped (how could you test this?)
• a cardboard tube (to put around the flashlight in order to act as a "collimator" of the
light beam)
• n° 2 tape meters
• n° 1 dropper
• few drops of milk
• n° 1 work table
• n° 1 white paper size A3 (it will be your vertical white screen)
How to assemble your instruments and place them on the work table
1. On the work table, position the light source so that it remains stationary and at a level
that is about half the height of the walls of the container
2. At a distance of at least 1.50 m from the light source, place a vertical white screen the
approximate size of an A3 size sheet. The lower edge of the screen must be on the
work table, while the upper edge must be at least equal (in height) to that of the
container.
3. If necessary, place a cardboard tube around the flashlight in order to act as a
"collimator" of the light beam. Make sure that the light source illuminates the screen
centrally.

Figure 4 Setup of the experiment. Source: Physics in the School, LII, 1, 2019 Study of the diffusion of light - A. Seganti
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Step 1 – Preliminary measures (to become familiar with your work instruments): understand
how to use the smartphone applications correctly.
The purpose of the preliminary measures is to check the lighting trend by varying the distance
from the source and find the best position in which to place the light sensor (smartphone).
1. Make sure that the sensor is as close to the center of the beam as possible.
2. To check which of the device’s openings is the brightness sensor, open the Light Meter,
orient the smartphone towards a light source and alternately block the openings with a
finger. When the sensor is locked, the app will indicate a zero lux brightness.
3. It is advisable to fix the smartphone to a support so that your hands are free to perform
all the other necessary operations.
4. Place and fix, using the adhesive tape, one of the two tape meters on the work surface in
the source-container direction so that the zero coincides with the light source (Figure 4).
5. In the measurement phase, turn off all artificial lights and darken the windows as much as
possible so that the illuminance measured by the sensor is only that due to your source.
To check this, an illuminance measurement is made with the source off: this is 1 lx,
therefore it can be incorporated into the uncertainty margins of the subsequent
measurements.
6. Place the container full of water in front of the light source and the smartphone on the
opposite side. The container you can see in the picture of Figure 4 is 14 cm wide and 20
cm long and has been positioned with the long side in the direction of the light beam.
Initially place the smartphone at a distance of 30 cm from the source and then move the
smartphone in a direction perpendicular to the optical axis trying to place it at the point
with maximum illumination. If your container is smaller that that in the picture, take a
distance less than 30cm.
7. Repeat the measurement at distances of 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80 cm (always increases by the
same amount). Do not forget to consider the measurement uncertainty (consider also
alignment and parallax errors). You will notice that the brightness measurement indicated
by the app is rather unstable and tends to vary rapidly over time while remaining in a
limited range of values. These variations, due to the excessive sensitivity of the instrument,
are also accentuated by the ripples of the water surface. Light Meter still provides the
average of the measurements made. You will then proceed by zeroing the app before each
brightness measurement and taking the average indicated by the instrument as the
measurement value once it has stabilized on an almost fixed value.
8. You should attribute an uncertainty of ± 5 lx to the measured value.
Answer the following questions and complete Table 1
1. Record the taken data in the following.
Table 1 Illuminance measurements with varying distance
Distance (m)
±……

Illuminance (lx)
±……
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0,30
0,40
0,50
0,60
0,70
0,80
2. What is the colour of the light projected on the screen?
3. To get an objective confirmation of your answer, frame the screen with the smartphone
lens and analyze the image with a colour recognition app (e.g. ColorGrab).
4. Does this confirm your answer? What colour does the smartphone read?
5. There is an increasing / decreasing trend in brightness as the distance from the source
increases.
Step 2 - Illumination measurements in the presence of diffusion
1. To study the phenomenon of light diffusion, you will pour a progressively increasing
number of drops of milk into the transparent container of water.
2. For each drop of milk you will need to measure the illumination in the previously
established position and in a position fixed in the direction perpendicular to the optical
axis, at a distance of 10 cm from the container wall.
3. When pouring additional drops of milk, take care to stir the contents in the container so
that it is uniform.
4. Remember to carry out any lighting measurement by resetting the app and taking the
average value over time once it has stabilized (if the values are less subject to random
fluctuations, you can reduce the uncertainty of illuminance).
Answer the following questions and complete
1. Describe your own procedure
2. Record your data in Table 2
Table 2 Illuminance in the presence of diffusion
Number of
drops of milk
in the water

Illuminance 40 cm from Illuminance 10 cm from the container in
the source (lx)
a direction perpendicular to the optical
±……
axis (lx) ± ……

0
1
5
10
15
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20
3. The diffusion of light in a perpendicular direction in the absence of milk drops is ............
4. The light reaching the sensor along the optical axis gradually increases / decreases as the
milk in
the tray increases; at the same time it increases / decreases the quantity of light diffused
in the perpendicular direction.
5. When the tray contains 20 drops of milk, what colour is the light projected on the
screen?
6. Check the ColorGrab colour reading and take pictures .
7. You can then conclude that the non-diffused light contains a lower / greater quantity of
radiation with low frequency, consequently the diffused light favors the low / high
frequencies, that is the light of colour……….
8. Use what observed from this experience to explain: the colour of the sun at sunset.........
Annex P8 - Experiment Deepen questions
1) Investigate the law that links illuminance to distance (Step 1), report your
calculations in Table 3; add any columns you need; process the experimental errors
too.
Distance (m)
±0,01

Illuminance (lx)
±5

0,30
0,40
0,50
0,60
0,70
0,80
Table 3 Research of the proportionality between illuminance and distance

2) Within the experimental uncertainties, the brightness is ……… proportional ……….
3) Represent the collected experimental data in a graph, derive the theoretical law and
represent it on the graph together with the experimental data
4) Are all the data in agreement with the relationship found? If there are discordant
data try to give a reason
5) Write a short conclusion describing all the experimental evidences that result from
the activity (step 1 and step 2) that you have carried out
Annex P9 - Competence / skills / knowledge
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Contextualize, establish connections and comparisons, communicate and argue
•

Understanding the fundamental nodes of the development of ideas in the
understanding the physical world in its historical dimension, and in the implications of
technological development by establishing connections and comparisons with
sciences and historical-philosophical disciplines
• Arguing and developing critical thinking: supporting one's thesis and correlating
information and concepts in a global vision to demonstrate conjectures
- Knowing the scientific investigation method, procedures, laws, specific
language, historical aspects
- Knowing how to historically frame the laws studied and identify links and
analogies with other disciplines
- Presenting and communicating the results of a job, including research, using
specific language and tools of various nature, reporting on activities by
mastering the specific language
- Knowing how to interpret technological reality
Apply and rework
• Using the scientific investigation method: observe phenomena, formulate
hypotheses, collect and process data with rigorous work and with the use of
laboratory and / or computer tools
- Knowing pecific terms and language, theories, concepts, laws, methods,
techniques and procedures, historical aspects
- Organizing, classifying, representing, interpreting and processing data and
information in the form of graphs and tables, also using IT equipment
• Solving problems
• Using calculation and representation tools, possibly IT, to understand and solve
problems, even complex ones
- Knowing pecific terms and language, theories, concepts, laws, methods,
techniques and procedures, historical aspects
- Using the techniques and procedures of calculation and data processing,
operating with scalar and vector quantities and interpreting, even graphically,
calculation procedures and solutions
- Identifying hypotheses, synthesizing, supporting theses, formulating and
solving problems, identifying the solution strategy, discussing and interpreting
the solutions
Annex P10 – Project final task - steps
The mayor of your city issues a call: it will be funded a project through which have “more light
with less lighting”.
You are expected to elaborate a poster of the project containing:
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•
•

The description of your project, by highlighting which aspect of the problem it
intends to solve and how
The technical references of the project (for the problem and for the chosen
solution) related to physics, mathematics, biology, chemistry, technical drawing,
art history,

1) Deadline 1- Group work: each group will choose one idea and elaborate a draft of the
project. Send through the group draft of the project. Make sure that your draft contains:
1. Some example of "too much lighting" respect to "the needed light”.
2. Which are the consequences? Make sure to analyse different fields : you are expected
to describe different aspects to involve all the subjects (Maths, Physics, Biology,
Chemistry, Art, Architecture), i.e. private economy, public economy, people health,
environmental health, scientific studies, art conservation
3. Which aspect of the problem your group would try to solve?
4. The project proposal
2) Deadline 2: Experts work: the "experts" groups will collaborate to identify:
1. Which is the specific technical contribution of the discipline for each idea (chemical
experts, for instance, will have to highlight, for each project idea, what is the chemistry
contribution in the problem and in its solution; the same for the other experts)
3) Final task deadline 3: Poster of the project, Group work: final version, delivery of the
project, presentation and peer evaluation

Annex P11 – Peer evaluation google form - STE(A)M Poster&Project evaluation
STE(A)M Poster & Project evaluation
Surname *
Name *
Are you a member of the group 1 (….)? *
yes
no
Evaluate the group 1: poster *
a) the purpose of the project isn't clear
b) the purpose of the project is clear, but the poster isn't effective
c) the purpose of the project is clear, and the poster is very effective
Evaluate the group 1: introduction *
a) the purpose of the project isn't clear
b) the purpose of the project is clear, but the introduction isn't effective
c) the purpose of the project is clear, and the introduction is very effective
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Evaluate the group 1: Physics/Maths expert contribute *
a) the expert contribute isn't understandable/clear
b) the expert contribute is understandable, but the explanation isn't effective
c) the expert contribute is understandable and the explanation is effective
Evaluate the group 1: Chemistry expert contribute *
a) the expert contribute isn't understandable/clear
b) the expert contribute is understandable, but the explanation isn't effective
c) the expert contribute is understandable and the explanation is effective
Evaluate the group 1: Biology expert contribute *
a) the expert contribute isn't understandable/clear
b) the expert contribute is understandable, but the explanation isn't effective
c) the expert contribute is understandable and the explanation is effective
Evaluate the group 1: Art history/Design expert contribute *
a) the expert contribute isn't understandable/clear
b) the expert contribute is understandable, but the explanation isn't effective
c) the expert contribute is understandable and the explanation is effective
Are you a member of the group 2…3…4…5… (…)? *
yes
no
…same questions
which group did elaborate the best poster? *
a) group 1
b) group 2
c) group 3
d) group 4
e) group 5
which group did perform the best introduction? *
a) group 1
b) group 2
c) group 3
d) group 4
e) group 5
which is the best Physics-Maths expert? *
…..
which is the best Biology expert? *
…..
which is the best Chemistry expert? *
…..
which is the best Art History-Design expert? *
…..
If you were the Major, which team would you employee? *
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a) group 1
b) group 2
c) group 3
d) group 4
e) group 5
Evaluate your general involvement *
a) definitely not interested
b) scarcely interested
c) quite interested
d) very interested
e) deeply interested and involved
Describe your difficulties, if any. *
…..
Describe at least one thing you didn't like much *
…..
Describe at least one thing you appreciate *
…..
What would you have liked to do? *
…..
According to you, what should/could teachers modify/add to make the experience more
effective for students? *

Mathematics Annexes
Annex M1 - Trygonometry-entry test
(build with “Quiz” activity on the Moodle or on online class environment that your school has
provided and/or the platform of your choice)
1) Two spheres S1 and S2 have radii R1 and R2 respectively. If R1 is double of R2 then the
measure of the sphere volume S1, with respect to the volume of S2 is:
a. the halve
b. twice
c. eight times larger
d. four times larger
The correct answer is: eight times larger
2) Calculate the length of a cord in a circumference knowing that the radius of the
circumference measures R and that the amplitude of the angle at the circumference is
arcus (12/13).
a. 24/13 R
b. 10/13R
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c. 24R
d. 5/13R
The correct answer is: 10/13R
3) Calculate the area of the parallelogram knowing that two consecutive sides measure
2a and 3a respectively and that the angle between them has an amplitude π / 3.
a.
b.
c.

√3 2
𝑎
4
3√3 2
2
3
4

𝑎

𝑎2

d. 3√3𝑎2
The correct answer is: d
1) A sphere is inscribed in a cube whose edge measures L. How much does the volume
of the sphere measure?
a.
b.

π 3
L
3
π 3
L
4
3

c. πL
π
d. 6 L3
The correct answer is: d
1) Calculate the measure of the area of the surface of a sphere whose radius measures
1.2 cm.
The correct answer is: 8,1 cm2
2) Two spheres S1 and S2 have radii R1 and R2 respectively. If R1 is double R2, then the
measurement of the surface of the sphere S1, compared to that of S2, is:
a. half
b. eight times larger
c. the double
d. four times larger
The correct answer is: four times larger
3) In the triangle ABC you know:
• amplitude in A 90 °
• AC = 8a
• amplitude in C is arccos (4/5).
Find the correct matches:
√2

a. BC=10a, AC=8a, called β the angle in B is cos(β)=sin(β)= 2
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b. BC=10a, AB=6a, called β the angle in B is cos(β)=1/2, sin(β)=

√3
2

c. BC=6a, AB=10a, called β the angle in B is cos(β)=3/5, sin(β)=4/5
d. BC=10a, AC=6a, called β the angle in B is cos(β)=3/5, sin(β)=4/5
The correct answer is: BC=10a, AC=6a, called β the angle in B is cos(β)=3/5, sin(β)=4/5
4) Of the triangle ABC you know:
• amplitude in A π / 2
√3
𝑎
3

•

AB=

•

amplitude in B π / 3.
Solve the triangle ABC
a. BC=
b. BC=

2√3
3
2√3
3

𝑎, AC= a, angle in C π/6
𝑎, AC= a, angle in C π/3
2

c. BC= 3a, AC=3 𝑎, angle in C π/3
2

d. BC= 3a, AC=3 𝑎, angle in C π/6
The correct answer is: BC=

2√3
3

𝑎, AC= a, angle in C π/6

5) Of the triangle ABC you know:
• BC=4 cm,
• AB= √2cm
• angle in B 3π/4.
Calculate the area of the triangle ABC.
a. 2√2cm2
b. 4√2cm2
c. 3 cm2
d. 2 cm2
The correct answer is: 2 cm2
Annex M2 - Competence / skills / knowledge: analyze, synthesize, organize and
communicate
Master the concepts, the elementary methods and the characteristic procedures of
mathematical thought (definitions, demonstrations, generalizations, formalizations).
Communicate with clear and consistent arguments, understand and reproduce the steps of a
demonstration and / or reasoning, develop critical thinking
Know terms, definitions, formulas, rules, principles, theories, theorems, concepts,
procedures, methods and techniques
• Master the formal language of mathematics to communicate and / or present and the
results of a job, including research, using various types of tools
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•

Identify hypotheses, synthesize, support theses, optimize strategies and solution
paths, develop deductions and reasonings using formal language, demonstration
procedures and techniques and calculation procedures of mathematics, interpreting,
even graphically, calculation procedures and solutions

Chemistry Annexes
Annex C1 – Entry test
(build with “Quiz” activity on the Moodle or online class environment that your school has
provided and/or the platform of your choice)
1) What does photochemistry study?
a. The chemistry of photography
b. The chemistry of the interaction between light and matter
c. The chemistry of light.
d. The chemistry of solar reactions.
The correct answer is: The chemistry of the interaction between light and matter
2) What process are you trying to reproduce photosynthetically?
a. The cleavage of the O2 molecule
b. The synthesis of water starting from H2 and O2
c. The cleavage of the water molecule to produce H2
d. The cleavage of the water molecule to produce O2
The correct answer is: The splitting of the water molecule to produce H2
3) Where does the oxygen produced by photosynthesis come from?
a. From the CO2 present in the air
b. From the H2O present in the soil
c. From the starch accumulated in the leaves
d. From the chlorophyll present in the leaves
The correct answer is: From the H2O present in the soil
4) The autotrophies:
a. They consume organic materials produced by heterotrophic organisms
b. They use sunlight to demolish complex organic molecules rich in energy
c. Convert CO2 and H2O into organic molecules (e.g. sugars)
d. They use the energy produced by heterotrophs
The correct answer is: They convert CO2 and H2O into organic molecules (e.g. sugars)
5) The first organisms that carried out photosynthesis on Earth were:
a. Bacteria
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b. Ferns
c. Bryophyte
d. Algae
The correct answer is: Bacteria
6) What is the order of magnitude of the lifetime of an excited electronic state?
a. Seconds
b. Hours
c. Minutes
d. Fraction of a second
The correct answer is: Fraction of a second
7) Which could be considered the main “lungs” of the Earth?
a. Phytoplankton present in the oceans
b. The Siberian and North American taiga
c. The Amazon rainforest
d. The expanses of cultivated fields
The correct answer is: phytoplankton present in the oceans
8) Which, among these, is not a pigment that can be found in spinach leaves?
a. Chlorophyll b
b. Xanthophyll
c. Chlorophyll a
d. Phycoerythrin
The correct answer is: Phycoerythrin
9) What is the fundamental difference between a thermal chemical reaction and a
photochemical one?
a. There is no difference: any chemical reaction carried out in light is a
photochemical reaction.
b. Thermal reactions are heated and never exposed to light.
c. The initial electronic state: fundamental for thermal reactions, excited for
photochemical reactions
d. The final electronic state: fundamental for thermal reactions, excited for
photochemical reactions.
The correct answer is: The initial electronic state: fundamental for thermal reactions, excited
for photochemical reactions
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10) The bags immersed in the chloroplast stroma are called:
a. Crests
b. Peroxisomes
c. Thylakoids
d. Matrix
The correct answer is: Thylakoids
11) What is the effect of the presence of a catalyst on a chemical reaction?
a. It subtracts products from the reaction mixture, favouring the total conversion
of the reactants
b. Move the balance towards the formation of products
c. Thermodynamically favours the formation of a greater quantity of products
d. It decreases the activation energy of the reaction
The correct answer is: It decreases the activation energy of the reaction
12) The activation energy of a chemical reaction:
a. It causes a non-spontaneous reaction to take place
b. It determines the formation of new bonds in products
c. Determines the breakdown of bonds in the reagents
d. Promotes the action of catalysts
The correct answer is: It determines the breakage of the bonds in the reagents
13) The radiation less exploited by terrestrial plants to carry out photosynthesis is that:
a. Blue
b. yellow
c. Green
d. Red
The correct answer is: Green

Biology Annexes
Annex B1 – Entry test
1 The outermost layer of the skin is:
a) Fat cells
b) Dermal
c) Skin
d) Connective tissue
2 Dermis is a type of tissue
a) Epithelial
b) Nervous
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c) Muscle
d) Connective
3 In humans the epithelial cells of the stratum corneum have no nucleus and therefore:
a) divide more slowly than the cells of the basal layer
b) can be divided only once
c) they can no longer be divided
d) they never reciprocate
4 The epithelial tissue is a tissue...
a) with coating and secretion functions
b) having only a protection function
c) which has only a support function
d) having only secretion function
5 Which of these fabrics performs coating functions?
a) smooth muscle tissue
b) the striated muscle tissue
c) epithelial tissue
d) dense connective tissue
6 Keratinocytes are particular cells that are found, together with melanocytes:
a) in loose connective tissue
b) in the dermis
c) in the intestinal mucosa
d) in the epidermis
7 What solar radiation makes us tan in the summer?
a) Infrared rays
b) X-rays
c) Visible radiation
d) UV rays
e) Gamma rays
8 Who do you think you should put sunscreen?
a) Only people with fair complexions
b) People with fair complexions and children
c) All people regardless of complexion
d) Only children
9 Which of these sunscreens do you think doesn't exist?
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a) Protection 10
b) Protection 50
c) 50+ protection
d) Protection 100
10 Which of these is damage caused by solar radiation to the skin?
a) Formation of thymine dimers in DNA
b) Random methylation of DNA strands
c) Translocation of chromosome 21 to chromosome 14
d) Chromosomal inversion
11 Which of these is not a benefit brought by exposure to sunlight? (1)
a) Contributes to good mood thanks to the production of serotonin
b) Stimulates the production of vitamin D
c) It reconciles sleep because it stimulates the production of melatonin
d) Protects the skin from melanomas
12 Which of these is not a benefit brought by exposure to sunlight? (2)
a) It improves the skin in those suffering from psoriasis
b) Prevents breast cancer
c) Reduces the risk of errors in DNA duplication
d) Prevents osteoporosis
13 How often should sunscreen be used?
a) There is no fixed rule, you regulate yourself by feeling
b) Every 5-6 hours and after a bath
c) Every 2 hours and after an extended bath
d) Once, in the morning, it is usually sufficient
Sources of questions:
Some questions (from 1 to 6) were taken from the following link (and adapted for use):
http://www.morgani.it/montale/seconda/esercitazione/testTESSUTI1.htm
The subsequent questions were developed by the Science support teacher.
Annex B2 - Help a Dane!
As a first activity, after having watched, at home, all the videos uploaded on the e-learning
platform, let's watch together this video, conceived by the government of Denmark to
sensitize the Danish people on the risks related to excessive exposure to rays solar,
considering also the fact that they have a very light pigmentation of the skin
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sliLIGwlq_k
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Do you think the message conceived can reach people? Now you can try to create a spot,
lasting no more than 2 minutes, which tries to raise awareness on the risks of sunbathing. It
could be a simple advertisement of a new product or a short film sponsored by the Ministry
of Health. The choice is yours. Your spot, however, must necessarily contain some words,
written or pronounced, between the following:
• UVA and UVB
• Melanin
• Sunscreen
• Protection factor
• DNA
• Skin
Obviously, try to use as many as possible!
Annex B3 -Parameters for the evaluation of the educational video
Give a score from 1 to 5
1 - Scientific correctness: In how much does the video give scientifically correct information?
Is the use of technical language appropriate?
2 - Use of all mandatory words: have all mandatory words been used or only in part?
3 - XFactor: would the video gain people’s attention if it went on TV? If I were to see it on a
social network, would I spend 2 minutes to see it all?
4 - Originality: how new and not obvious is the idea?
5 - Audio and video editing technique: is the video static or has it been edited effectively and
with an adequate choice of background music?
Annex B4 Assessment grid for European key competences and citizenship
Source: http://www.taskeuproject.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/TASK-RESEARCH.pdf
(use grid in the end of the document)
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=SWD:2012:0371:FIN:EN:PDF (use
Appendix 1)
European
key Citizenship
descriptors
Indicators
Rating
competences
skills
Social and civic Collaborate
competences
and
participate

Interaction
in the group

Interacts in a
collaborative,
participatory and
constructive way in the
group
Actively interacts in the
group

Advanced
level: 10 - 9

Intermediate
level: 8 - 7
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European
key Citizenship
competences
skills

descriptors

Indicators

Interacts collaboratively
in the group
Student has difficulty
collaborating in the
group
Availability
Student manages
for
conflict in a positive way
comparison
and promotes
confrontation
Student manages
conflict in a positive way
and is almost always
available for comparison
Seeks to handle conflict
positively.
student does not always
manage to deal with
conflict
Use
of
Autonomous and
information spontaneous research of
tools
sources and information.
He can manage the
various managed and
selected supports in an
appropriate, productive
and autonomous way.
Autonomously searches
for sources and
information. He can
manage the various
assigned and chosen
supports appropriately.
Independently searches
and uses sources and
information, managing
the various managed
media.

Rating

Basic level: 6
Minimum
level: 5
Advanced
level: 10 - 9

Intermediate
level: 8 - 7

Basic level: 6
Minimum
level: 5
Advanced
level: 10-9

Intermediate
level: 8 - 7

Base level: 6
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European
key Citizenship
competences
skills

descriptors

Acquisition
of a study
and
work
method

Spirit of initiative Planning
and
entrepreneurship

the use of
the
knowledge
learned to
make
a
product.

Indicators

Rating

Driven / researches and
uses sources and
information and
manages to manage the
basic managed media.
Personal, active and
creative study method,
used correctly and
profitably the time
available
Independent and
effective study method, I
use the time
appropriately
Study method fairly
autonomous and
effective, used
appropriately the time
available
Study method still
dispersive, uncertain,
not always adequate
Make full use of the
learned and in-depth
knowledge to design and
manufacture a product.
Use the knowledge
learned as a whole to
make and manufacture a
product.
Discreetly use the
knowledge learned to
make a product
Use at least the
knowledge learned to
make a simple product

Minimum
level:
5

Advanced
level: 10 - 9

Intermediate
level: 8 - 7

Basic level: 6

Minimum
level:
5
Advanced
level: 10-9

Intermediate
level: 8 - 7

Basic level: 6

Minimum
level:
5
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European
key Citizenship
competences
skills

descriptors

Indicators

Organization organizes the material in
of
the
a rational and original
material to
way
make
a
Set the material
product
appropriately
He is oriented in
organizing the material
does not always
organize the material
correctly

Rating

Advanced
level: 10 - 9
Intermediate
level: 8 - 7
Basic level: 6
Minimum
level: 5

(*) LEGEND
-

The advanced level corresponds to an excellent command of the knowledge, skills
and competences acquired.
The intermediate level corresponds to a good command of the knowledge, skills and
competences acquired.
The basic level corresponds to a basic mastery of the knowledge, skills and
competences acquired.
The minimum level corresponds to a minimum mastery of the knowledge, skills and
competences acquired.

Art History Annexes
Annex A1 - Civil sacred light

Name of the building
Designer
Location

Realization period

Intended use
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Description of the project

Orientation

Natural lighting system

Key elements
of natural lighting

Symbol image

Table 4 Architecture and Light: sacred buildings and civil architecture

Annex A2 - Architecture and Light: artificial lighting of monumental sites
Name of the building

Designer

Location

Realization period

Intended use

Description of the lighting
project

Light-designer
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Key choices in the design
of artificial lighting

Symbol image

Table 5 Architecture and Light: artificial lighting of monumental sites

Annex A3 - Architecture and Light: my case study

Theme

Synthesis

Lighting wellness in

Use of the building:

relation to the specific use Lighting efficacy in relation to one of the following two items:
a) activities that take place within architecture (natural light)
b) enhancement of the monument (artificial light)
Originality in the

Comparative analysis of my case study with a building related to it:

management of light
compared to solutions
adopted in buildings similar
in function or form

Insertion of the

Elements of integration and / or originality with respect to the

architectural work in the

landscape-architectural heritage of reference:

context in which it is
located

Table 6 Architecture and Light: my case study
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Annex A4
Citizenship skills

Descriptors
-

Learn to learn
(acquire your own method of study
and work to orient yourself in the
artistic
periods)

-

Communicate
(understand and elaborate texts of
different complexity in relation to the
compilation of annex A1 or A2.)

-

Grade

Manage the elements of visual
language
- Not reached
Recognize the codes and
- Base
compositional rules present in - Intermediate
works of art to identify their - Advanced
symbolic, expressive, and
communicative function
Correctly write texts of
expository and argumentative
type appropriate to the
- Not reached
situation, theme, and purpose
- Base
- Intermediate
Properly expose topics
- Advanced
appropriately to topics and
recipients
Level reached:

Table 7 Initial evaluation

Annex A5 – formative evaluation
Citizenship skills

Descriptors

Act autonomously and responsibly
(knowing how to recognize the value
of rules and personal responsibility)

To design
(elaborate and carry out activities
following the logic of the design)

Observe, read and interpret artistic
productions
Observe, read and interpret any
element of study and analysis (city,
neighbourhood, landscape)
Rework information
Use the fundamental tools for a
conscious use of the artistic heritage

Grade
- Not reached
- Base
- Intermediate
- Advanced
- Not reached
- Base
- Intermediate
- Advanced
Level reached:

Table 8 Formative evaluation
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Design Annexes
Annex D1 - Drawing summary table -Architecture and Light: my case study
Topic

Synthesis

From real architecture to

Explain the simplifications adopted in the transition from reality to

the geometric model

its representation:

Choice of the privileged

Summary of the reasons that led to the choice of:

vision to be emphasized

- graphic technique (axonometry or perspective)

and the representation

- volumes to be placed in the foreground

technique to be adopted
Identify the light source

Type of light applied to architecture and chiaroscuro effects
obtained:

Table 9 Drawing summary table -Architecture and Light: my case study

Annex D.2 Initial assessment (drawing)2
Citizenship skills

Descriptors

Grade

1. Plan (elaborate and carry

Rework information

- Not reached

out activities following the

Acquire and select

- Base

logic of the design)

information according to the - Intermediate
graphic production; to draw

- Advanced

analogies between the
architectural heritage and
the graphic works
2. Collaborate / Participate
(interact with others in
specific collective activities)

-

-

Collaborate
with
others for fruitful
interaction
Actively work in the
group
to
face

- Not reached
- Base
- Intermediate
- Advanced

Source :All products and materials for assessment have been developed by the team of
teachers
2
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problems and plan
resolutions

Table 10 initial evaluation board: table setting and choice of representation model

Attachment D3 - Final assessment drawing
Citizenship skills
Descriptors
Levels
1. Identify links and - Logically, clearly, and - Not reached
relationships
coherently expose a - Base
(build
meaningful
graphic design
- Intermediate
knowledge
e - Use terms belonging to - Advanced
with sense)
the specific language of
descriptive geometry
2. Acquire and interpret the - Recognize
the - Not reached
information
received
compositional rules of an - Base
(acquire
and
critically
architecture and identify - Intermediate
interpret the information
its communicative and - Advanced
received, evaluating its
symbolic
function
reliability and usefulness)
Table 11 final evaluation board: evaluation of the presentation of the table with shadows

References
•

Brainstorming
The following Inquiry Learning Space (ILS) is built on the worksheets available on the
project website (http://dsr.nuclio.pt/) and aims to be a scenario for an energy audit
of a street chosen by the working groups: https://www.golabz.eu/ils/auditoria%C3%A0-ilumina%C3%A7%C3%A3o-p%C3%BAblica-dark-skies-rangers-portugal

•

What is light pollution and how can we be a citizen scientist:
https://www.golabz.eu/ils/how-to-not-get-lost-in-the-dark-ii-light-pollution

•

National geographic video, “Where Are the Stars? See How Light Pollution Affects
Night Skies | Short Film Showcase”
The Guardian Online: “Let There Be Dark: The Battle To Save Our Sky From Light
Pollution”

•

Astronomical Society Of South Australia, “Light Pollution”
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•

Encyclopædia Britannica, “Light Pollution”

•

Fau Astronomical Observatory

•

National Geographic: “Light Pollution”

•

National Geographic, “Our Nights Are Getting Brighter, And Earth Is Paying The Price”

•

International Dark-Sky Association (IDA), “Light Pollution”

Interactive maps, light pollution:
•

https://darksitefinder.com/maps/world.html#4/39.00/-98.00

•

https://www.lightpollutionmap.info

•

Veneto-Region publication: http://cielobuio.org/wpcontent/uploads/cielobuio/lrv17/venetostellato-manuale.pdf
Light intensity vs light flux:

•

https://www.esa.int/Science_Exploration/Space_Science/Energy_light_radiation_te
mperature

•

https://www.britannica.com/science/brightness-light

•

https://www.britannica.com/science/lux

•

https://www.britannica.com/science/luminous-intensity

•

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zgvc6fr/revision/4

•

https://www.giangrandi.ch/optics/lmcdcalc/lmcdcalc.shtml

•

http://www.dfisica.ubi.pt/~hgil/Fotometria/HandBook/ch07.html

•

https://www.rapidtables.com/calc/light/lumen-to-candela-calculator.html

•

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/vision/radphocon.html#c1

•

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/vision/photomcon.html#c1

•

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/vision/lumpow.html#c3

Geometry of the sphere:
•

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZzQWtFjR9A

•

https://lastoriaviva.it/il-pantheon-e-la-luce/

•

Geogebra web site:

•

https://www.geogebra.org/m/WRvnNKHe
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Chemistry:
•

https://youtu.be/gI9wCT7hk4s Video della Zanichelli sulla fase luminous a della
fotosintesi.

•

https://youtu.be/nXDK_P4kt2w Video in inglese sulla sintesi della vitamina D
nell’organismo umano.

•

https://youtu.be/kGIzdtMYg7I Video di una reazione fotochimica

•

https://youtu.be/8e0-AbwBDYM Un’altra reazione fotochimica

•

https://youtu.be/Vc5E5QKk-FI Video di una classe di un liceo scientifico di Ancona.

•

https://youtu.be/e3oPqUatWts Come si realizza un video
Biology

•

https://youtu.be/z8kbE863spY (le creme solari)

•

https://youtu.be/FJxsRIaup7U (la scienza dell’abbronzatura)

•

https://youtu.be/LrDFg5DLJ1g (creme solari: istruzioni scientifiche per l’uso)

•

https://youtu.be/Kq5bSjCTh4c Video del governo danese

Art History
•

Il Pantheon e la luce: https://lastoriaviva.it/il-pantheon-e-la-luce/

•

Casa Masuzawa detta Tsubo House:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sg1C4mCCT4

•

House NA a Tokyo:

•

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p0OShflQnG0

•

La nuova illuminazione della Basilica di San Pietro:

•

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2PPypwGbd4
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